
The EC II
Haglöf EC II Clinometer Measures Inclination and Heights 

Well-known quality and appreciated accuracy. New design with 
three button operation. Easy does it - EC II!

The EC II Three Button Operation

The Haglöf EC II Clinometer features 
exact measuring results of inclination 
and heights in the instrument display, 
eliminating any risks of calculation 
errors and misreadings of scales. 
The improved three button design 
makes the EC II even easier to use than 
before. Change the measuring distance 
value with the arrow buttons and speed 
up the process with fast scrolling.  

The Haglöf EC II is an easy to use field instrument that offers accurate 
measuring results on inclination and heights of objects, usually trees. Heights 
are measured from any optional distance and placing in relation to the object’s 
position in the field. The EC II uses one AA battery that is removed by sliding 
open the battery lid. Battery consumption is low and a battery often lasts for 
several months.

With electronic presentation of precision results, the EC II will be your work companion for a long time, always 
offering accurate measuring values without calibration or maintenance. 

Independent tests show that divergences from the correct height were much smaller when using Haglöf Electronic 
Clinometers compared to more expensive, analogue clinometers/height measurers. Operator’s guide in multiple 
languages included to instrument on delivery.  Factory set for distance setting and height readings in feet or meters, 
and inclination in degrees or percent. 

The small Haglöf EC II offers accurate and 
quick readings on inclination and heights of 
objects in the field. The advantages of having 

readings presented directly in the display 
makes the EC II the preferred clinometer for 

foresters around the world. 



The EC II
Technical Specification and Overview
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TEcHNicAL SpEciFicATioN

HAGLÖF Ec ii ELEcTroNic cLiNomETEr 
Size: 20 x 63 x 44 mm / 0,8 x 2,5 x 1,7 inch

Weight: 50 g/1,8 oz  (incl. battery)

Battery: 1 x 1,5 AA alkaline. Warning when low.

Temperature: Min -15° Max  45° C / Min 5 Max 113 F

Display: LCD, Backlit

Summer: Yes

consumption: 15mW

mEASurEmENT SpEciFicATioNS
Height: Min 0 Max 999 m/ft

resolution: 
0,1 m/ft < 100m/ft or 1m/ft > 100m/ft

Angles: -85˚ to 85˚ deg
resolution: 0,1˚ deg
Accuracy: +-0,2deg

orDEriNG iNFormATioN

HAGLÖF Ec ii ELEcTroNic cLiNomETEr
Art.no Description

15-102-1011-F/D Feet/Degrees

15-102-1011-F/P Feet/Percent

15-102-1011-M/D Meter/Degrees

15-102-1011-M/P Meter/Percent

Start by measuring 
the distance to the 
tree you are working 
with. Use a measuring 
tape or a thread meter 
to measure the distance and input this 
value in your EC II. Remember that the 
accuracy of the input distance has effects 
on the total accuracy of your measuring 
results! The input distance is used as 
default value until a new measure is 
input. 

The angle to the tree top can now be 
measured and locked when displayed in 
the viewing window. Use the lines in the 
display to aim, and keep 
your eyes open to make 
sure you are aiming at 
the correct tree top. The 
height result of the tree 
is immediately presented 
to you in the viewing 
mirror.  

Continue by aiming at 
the tree base and use the 
display lines to pinpoint 
your target. Keep both eyes 
open while aiming. Lock the 
result featured as DEG or % (depending 
of your selected factory setting) of the 
angle when displayed in the viewing 
window. In the above image, the operator 
is positioned at the same ground level as 
the tree. The EC II is excellent to measure 
trees in slopes or on hills as well!   

Haglöf EC II viewing 
window front.

Haglöf EC II backlit 
display window back.

Haglöf EC II 
aiming inside 

view.


